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Abstract
This article aimed to analyze the direct and indirect impact of diversity management on innovative behavior through employee engagement and affective commitment. The sample used in this study came from a survey of 225 respondents who were employees of one of the prestigious universities in Mashhad. The data was gathered using a questionnaire and analyzed by structural equation modeling with Warp PLS 5. This research verified the direct effect of diversity management on employee innovative behavior. Moreover, results show that diversity management predicts employees’ affective commitment and employee engagement. The impact of affective commitment and employee engagement on employees’ innovative behavior was confirmed, too. The results show that diversity management, affective commitment, and employee engagement predict each phase of idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation. Based on this study, we recommend that human resource practices should institutionalize effective diversity management like training, employment, progression, and promotion. Furthermore, the high level of employee engagement and affective commitment could be considered by universities to increase innovative behavior. The current research addresses a gap in the current literature in the diversity management and innovative behavior context by employing different theoretical bases, including Social Exchange Theory and Institutional Theory.
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Introduction

Nowadays, the changing, uncertain environments motivate organizations to leverage creativity and innovation to ensure effectiveness, growth, and development (Hammond et. al., 2011; Wang et al., 2016). Furthermore, boosting and improving innovative behavior is one of the challenging issues faced by managers (Hakimian et al., 2016). Scholars indicate that employees are the prominent source of creativity and innovation in organizations (Gichohi, 2014); hence, managers should address some strategies to advance innovation among employees.

Employee innovation alludes to creating, advertising, and performing of novel and practicable ideas to increase the accomplishment of individuals, teams, or businesses (West &
Farr, 1990). Employee innovation can contain in-role components that are part of the prescribed work tasks and extra-role ones that go beyond formal role descriptions (Potocnik & Anderson, 2016; West, 2002). To increase employees’ creativity and innovation, organizations must consider essential variables, including employee diversity (Luu, 2019), affective commitment (Hakimian et al., 2016; Schaijk, 2018) and employee engagement (Hapsari et al., 2019; Waheed et al., 2017). However, previous research has indicated that affective commitment is a critical motivational antecedent of individual’s behavior (Solinger et al., 2008). Studies examining the influence of employee affective commitment on innovative behavior have shown contradictory findings (Odoardi et al., 2019; Vinarski-Peretz et al., 2011), with some research identifying significant positive impacts (e.g., Hakimian et al., 2016; Jafri, 2010) and some findings showing no effect at all (e.g., Schaijk, 2018). Another influential component of staff creativity is employee engagement (Gichohi, 2014; Hapsari et al., 2019). Engaged employees tend to be open to experiments, leading to the generation, promotion, and implementation of novel ideas, creative approaches, or innovative behaviors (Agarwal et al., 2012; Prieto & Pérez-Santana, 2014). Although some studies have investigated the impact of employee engagement on innovative behavior (e.g., Kim & Ko, 2017; Kwon & Kim, 2020), there is a lack of empirical research examining the link between employee engagement and each phase of innovative behavior, including idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation. A few previous studies show that diversity management has an indirect effect on innovative behavior through affective commitment (Downey et al., 2015; Hapsari et al., 2019). In addition, even though some studies have investigated the impact of diversity management on affective commitment (e.g., Ashikali & Groenewald, 2015) and the link between affective commitment and innovative behavior (e.g., Odoardi et al., 2019), the indirect impact of diversity management on innovative behavior through affective commitment has not been investigated previously. Moreover, while literature shows that diversity increases employee innovativeness (e.g., Luu, 2019), there is a lack of empirical studies conceptualizing the direct effect of diversity management on innovative behavior.

The current study contributes to theory in terms of originality and utility as suggested by Corley and Gioia (2011). Based on Social Exchange Theory and Institutional Theory, we conceptualize the direct effect of diversity management on innovative work behavior. Second, to enhance our results’ utility and value, we enlighten the black box in the relationship between diversity management and innovative behavior by investigating this link through affective commitment and employee engagement. We also respond to Gould-Williams and Mohamed’s (2010) call for research and show how each of the components of diversity management, affective commitment, and employee engagement predicts idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation.

Most of the studies on diversity management and innovative work behavior have been conducted in the manufacturing sector (e.g., Hapsari et al., 2019; Odoardi et al., 2019; Saether, 2019), banking sector (e.g., Bizri, 2018), and hospitals (e.g., Downey et al., 2015). It is interesting to investigate these concepts in the higher education sector. The higher education institutions play a significant role in directing society to valuable behaviors by institutionalizing these values among their employees. Some research has been conducted in this context (e.g., Bastaman, 2020; Salamzadeh et al., 2014). Moreover, due to the diversity of students attending higher education institutions, educational managers will likely need to use diversity management initiatives to meet these diverse students’ needs properly. Therefore, we conducted our research in one of the well-known public universities in Mashhad city to investigate the indirect impact of diversity management on employees’ innovative behaviors through affective commitment and employee engagement. According to Institutional Theory, higher educational institutions always tend to implement diversity initiatives, and
consequently, they require increasing the representation of minority employees in related work environments. Across these procedures, they highlight their typical role and enhance their legitimacy (Ashikali & Groeneveld, 2015; Groeneveld & Van de Walle, 2010).

This article is arranged as follows. First, we present a literature review followed by a hypothesis development section. Then we propose the conceptual model of the research and explain its methodology, including statistical population, sample, and data collection instrument. Next, we provide the findings of the study including descriptive statistics, testing measurement, and structural models. Finally, we discuss our research results, followed by theoretical and practical implications, limitations, and further research directions.

**Literature Review and Hypothesis Development**

**Innovative Behavior (IB)**

Innovation is defined as making changes in an established idea and its consequences, especially by introducing new methods or products (Fatemi et al., 2021; Joshi et al., 2017). The concept of innovative behavior has been investigated by many scholars in the last few years in different fields of management, psychology, sociology, and economics (e.g., Bammens, 2016; Hapsari et al., 2019; Kumar & Bharadwaj, 2016; Medvedeva, 2012; Peters, 2000; Sameer, 2018; Schaijk, 2018; Waheed et al., 2017). Innovative behavior is defined as behavior containing creation (by one self or adopted from elsewhere) and the application of novel ideas (Janssen, 2000). Innovative behavior is referred to as the intended act of a person to generate and implement novel and creative ideas and commodities—known as technical innovation—or new processes and procedures, known as administrative innovation (Van de Ven, 1986; West & Farr, 1989). Scholars suggest some antecedents to employee innovative behavior, including organizational culture (Kang et al., 2016), job characteristics (Shin et al., 2017), knowledge management (Lai et al., 2016), leadership style (Pieters et al., 2010; Shunlong & Weiming, 2012), employee engagement (Hapsari et al., 2019; Waheed et al., 2017) and affective commitment (Hakimian et al., 2016; Jafri, 2010).

**The Effect of Employee Engagement and Affective Commitment on Innovative Behavior**

Generally, employee engagement is referred to as the ability of the organization to capture staff mind, heart, and soul to inspire desire and passion for high quality (Fleming & Asplund, 2007). Employee engagement refers to the positive feeling, which leads to genius, affective, and social contributions to an organization (Gatenby et al., 2009; Kahn, 1990). Abraham (2012) considered employee engagement as the extent to which a staff member is emotionally connected to the organization’s achievements. Social Exchange Theory is one of the applicable theories in predicting individual behavior that is used in various studies (e.g., Aryee et al., 2002; Van de Voorde et al., 2012). Social Exchange Theory also explains the effect of employee engagement on employee innovative behavior (Agarwal et al., 2012). Once a company inculcates a sense of emotional connection in staff and engages with them, employees aim to contribute further than their responsibilities in exchange (Babakus et al., 2017; Dollard & Idris, 2017; Hapsari et al., 2019; Rothmann, 2017). Prieto and Pérez-Santana (2014) believe that staff with a high level of engagement committed to both their formal duties and extra roles. A staff member with positive impressions about the job is more likely to open to experiments, leading to the creation of novel ideas and creative methods or innovative behaviors (Agarwal et al., 2012). Kim and Ko (2017) found that job engagement predicts innovative behaviors. Kwon and Kim (2020) also showed that engaged staff tend to
be innovative by using creative policies to solve problems. Moreover, Jung and Yoon (2018) and Wu and Wu (2019) showed that employees with a high level of engagement tend to engage in innovative behaviors. Zhang and Bartol (2010) confirmed that engaged employees are more likely to become flexible and are more prone to employing problem-solving strategies and creating, promoting, and actively implementing new ideas. Moreover, Van Zyl et al. (2019) ran a second-order model showing the impact of employee engagement on innovative behavior and its three phases. However, they did investigate each phase in a separate hypothesis. Thus, we respond to the Mural et al. (2013) call for further research to examine the impact of organizational factors on each of the innovative behavior phases, including idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation. Therefore, we address the following hypotheses in this article:

H1: Employee engagement has a significant and positive relationship with innovative behavior.
H1a: Employee engagement has a significant and positive relationship with idea generation.
H1b: Employee engagement has a significant and positive relationship with idea promotion.
H1c: Employee engagement has a significant and positive relationship with idea implementation.

The other component predicting innovative behavior is affective commitment. The notion of organizational commitment refers to the deliberate connection reflecting devotion and accountability for organizational objectives (Klein et al., 2012). Organizational commitment has been frequently addressed as one of the main components that predict a firm’s outcomes (Podsakoff et al., 2009). Meyer and Allen (1991) introduced three kinds of commitment, namely affective, normative, and continuance commitment, and stated that affective commitment is an emotional recognition with a strong bond to the firm. It has been recognized to be the most trusted among other forms of commitment to realize workers’ attitudes and behavior (Bizri, 2018). The Hakimian et al. (2016) study illustrated that human resources with a high level of affective commitment tend to be innovative. Moreover, Chughtai (2013) has shown that employees’ commitment to a supervisor affects personnel learning, engagement, creativity, and innovative behavior. However, some research has focused on the correlation between commitment and innovative behavior, as reported by Jafri (2010). Experimental study on analyzing the impact of affective commitment on innovative behavior is scarce. Moreover, there is a lack of empirical research investigating the impact of affective commitment on each phase of innovative behavior, including generating, promoting, and implementing new ideas. It is predicted that committed employees are more likely to generate a new idea, as they possess an active curiosity and more passion to solve organizational challenges. In terms of promotion and implementing a new idea, committed employees tend to test new methods and procedures (Jafri, 2010). Therefore, the present research addresses this gap, to concentrate on the link between affective commitment and innovative behavior in Iranian society by addressing the next hypotheses.

H2: Affective commitment has a significant and positive relationship with innovative behavior.
H2a: Affective commitment has a significant and positive relationship with idea generation.
H2b: Affective commitment has a significant and positive relationship with idea promotion.
H2c: Affective commitment has a significant and positive relationship with idea implementation.
The Effect of Diversity Management on Employee Engagement, Affective Commitment, and Innovative Behavior

Diversity has been defined as all the differences that cause each person to be different from others concerning factors, such as culture, gender, nationality, ethnicity, age, religion, disability, education, value, and any other differences observed in any work environment (Edwin, 2002). In this study, we consider gender, religion, age, and ethnic diversity in the university. Diversity management was defined as designing and performing practices to increase the potential benefits that might emerge from a diverse workforce (Groeneveld & Van de Walle, 2010). Diversity management is referred to as practices that appreciate diversity (Thomas, 1990) to promote organizational goals and objectives. According to Institutional Theory, diversity management introduces rules and norms by the company to establish collective ideologies and understanding, thereby influencing staff behavior (Bizri, 2018). Some studies indicate that organizational commitment is a substantial consequence of corporate ethics as a component that enhances a personnel sense of respect for each other with all differences and diversities (Ahanchian & Ganji, 2017; Valentine & Godkin, 2017). Then, according to Social Exchange Theory, it is predicted that staff with exposure to diversity management at their organization would show in exchange appropriate behaviors valuable to their organization (Van de Voorde et al., 2012). There is a lack of research that tests the effect of diversity management on affective commitment. We only found the studies of Bizri (2018) and Ashikali and Groeneveld (2015) testing the impact of diversity management on affective commitment. Ashikali and Groeneveld (2015) have shown that the more employees were exposed to diversity management effectively, the more they felt beloved and committed to their company. According to the previous discussions, we suggest:

H3: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with affective commitment.

There is some research demonstrating the effect of human resource practices on psychological variables including human resource well-being (Huang et al., 2016) and employee engagement (Presbitero, 2017). The current research investigates the correlation between diversity management, including some human resource practices, and employee engagement. Downey et al. (2015) conducted empirical research and showed the positive influence of diversity management initiatives on employee engagement. According to Social Exchange Theory, it is proposed that when a higher educational institution provides resources and supports its employees (Ganj & Kafashpour, 2016; Ghasempour Ganji et al., 2021) the workforce would demonstrate higher engagement in return. From this perspective, diversity practices give a clue to staff that the organization cares about their happiness and honors their differences. In turn, human resources respond to higher engagement (Downey et al., 2015). This relation has been previously confirmed in research focusing on the effect of perceived fairness, human resource development and identification, as well as the ethical climate on employee satisfaction and engagement (Ganj & Ahanchian, 2016; Ganji et al., 2017; Ganji & Johnson, 2020; Jones, 2019; Maslach et al., 2001; O’Connor & Crowley-Henry, 2019). However, there is a lack of research investigating the impact of diversity management on employee engagement.

H4: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with employee engagement.

Studies have indicated that innovative work behavior tends to be increased by organizational factors such as high involvement human resource systems (Yasir & Majid, 2020), perceived organizational support (Afsar & Badir, 2017), justice (Kim & Park, 2017; Noerchoidah & Harjanti, 2019), and diversity of employees (Luu, 2019). Diversity
management focuses on providing a supportive environment for diverse employees and giving equal opportunities for training, rewarding, and treating simultaneously to all employees (Luu, 2019). Through this workplace, employees are encouraged to respect diversity in the organization and help each other (Chrobot-Mason & Aramovich, 2013) to promote and implement innovative ideas. Organizational support and justice are considered to be two key components for social exchange relationships between staff and the organization (Cropanzano et al., 2017), leading them to reciprocate with behaviors even beyond their formal job description (Agarwal, 2014) like innovative work behavior. Flexibility and creativity are improved by the presence of diverse backgrounds with diverse views (Kakabadse et al., 2015). Luu (2019) showed that a diversity climate leads to more innovation. However, the diversity of employees has been shown to be a key factor to increase the creative behavior of employees and teams (Lambert, 2016; Shin et al., 2017). The direct effect of diversity management on innovative work behavior has not been addressed in previous studies. Thus, our research aims to fill this gap by investigating the impact of diversity management on innovative work behavior, and so we propose:

H5: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with innovative behavior.
H5a: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with idea generation.
H5b: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with idea promotion.
H5c: Diversity management has a significant and positive relationship with idea implementation.

According to the theoretical and empirical literature, we suggest the following conceptual framework (Figure 1).

![Figure 1. The Research Conceptual Model](image)

**Research Methodology**

**Participants**
This survey was distributed among employees in a higher education context. We chose one of the prestigious Mashhad universities as a case of study, because universities in Iran are generally benefitting from having a diverse workforce compared to other organizations. We selected this university because it is one of the major universities in Iran. Moreover, based on some interviews conducted with administrators and officials of this university, we realized that the university tries to employ diversity management practices and be innovative to some extent. The statistical population of this research involved the employees of this university,
i.e., an estimated 1896 staff. The sample size of 225 measured by Cochran Formula was chosen by using stratified sampling. Firstly, employees were placed in 23 categories based on different departments of university, and then, a proportional part of the sample was selected from each category using random sampling.

**Measurement**

A 21-item questionnaire derived from related research was used in this survey. To measure affective commitment, we adopted three items based on five-point Likert scale proposed by Meyer and Allen (1991). To measure work engagement, we adopted four items using a five-point Likert scale proposed by Gatenby et al. (2009). Diversity management was measured by six questions from Bizri (2018) using a seven-point scale. Innovative behavior was examined by considering the three phases of idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation. To measure idea implementation and idea promotion, we adapted items from the Mura et al., (2013) questionnaire, and idea generation items were derived from the Saether (2019) questionnaire, measured using a seven-point Likert scale.

To confirm the face and content validity of the research measures, eight management professors with over 10 years of experience evaluated the items to confirm the content validity of the questionnaire. In this regard, they analyzed each question in terms of having a clear meaning, and then suggested more clear terms if needed. The content validity ratio (CVR) based on the Bonini Campos and Prado (2012) study was measured in this research. Accordingly, the foregoing experts examined each question and classified them as (a) “essential”, (b) “useful, but not essential”, and (c) “not necessary.” The CVR value for all items was less than the satisfactory value of 0.75 (Bonini Campos & Prado, 2012), approving the content validity of questionnaire. The final questionnaire contained four scales, with 21 items.

**Findings**

**Descriptive**

Among participants, there were 159 males (70%) and 66 females (30%), 34% of whom held a bachelor's or a lower degree, 40% of whom held a master's degree, and 26% of whom had a PhD degree. Twenty two percent of the participants had less than five years of experience, 36% had five to ten years of experience, and 42% had over ten years of work experience. This shows that most participants were staff who had been well experienced in the university in order to judge whether diversity management practices were appropriate at the higher education institution or not. Ten percent of the respondents belonged to a religious minority, and 30% belonged to an ethnic minority, indicating that the university employed a diverse workforce.

**The Measurement Model**

To test the measurement model, the values of Cronbach’s alpha, factor loadings, composite reliability (CR), and average variance extracted (AVE) were measured by Warp PLS 5 measured and are provided in Table 1.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Survey items</th>
<th>Factor loadings</th>
<th>Cronbach’s alpha</th>
<th>CR</th>
<th>AVE</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Diversity management (DM)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1- Managers in this university hire staff inclusively without considering</td>
<td>0.765</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>their religion, age, gender, or ethnicity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2- Staff are promoted fairly without considering their religion, age,</td>
<td>0.740</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>gender, or ethnicity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3- Compensation and reward policies are employed without prejudice to all</td>
<td>0.589</td>
<td>0.724</td>
<td>0.837</td>
<td>0.564</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>personnel without considering their religion, age, gender, or ethnicity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4- Training and development opportunities provide employees without</td>
<td>0.553</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>prejudice and regardless of religion, age, gender, or ethnicity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5- In this university, a performance appraisal system is applied</td>
<td>0.729</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>without prejudice about religion, age, gender, or ethnicity.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6- There is a climate of inclusion, endurance, and respect for</td>
<td>0.685</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>others in this university.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employee engagement (EEN)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7- I usually think about my work even when I am not at university.</td>
<td>0.821</td>
<td>0.813</td>
<td>0.822</td>
<td>0.652</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8- I spend my days reckoning about how my tasks can be done</td>
<td>0.778</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more effectively.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9- I try to improve my performance.</td>
<td>0.772</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10- I usually discuss with my manager and colleagues about ways of</td>
<td>0.858</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>improving work conditions in our department.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Affective commitment (AC)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11- I would be delighted to work in this university all of my</td>
<td>0.770</td>
<td>0.722</td>
<td>0.777</td>
<td>0.542</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>future career paths.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12- I experience a robust sense of affiliation to this university.</td>
<td>0.712</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13- I feel the university is like part of my family.</td>
<td>0.726</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innovative behavior (IB)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea generation (IG)</td>
<td>0.637</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14- I usually find new methods, techniques, or instruments in my work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea promotion (IP)</td>
<td>0.552</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16- Whenever I find a new idea, I often strive to make critical</td>
<td>0.811</td>
<td>0.784</td>
<td>0.814</td>
<td>0.584</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>organizational members attracted.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17- Whenever I have a creative and innovative idea, I often strive to</td>
<td>0.640</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>persuade others to endorse the idea.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18- Whenever I have a new idea, I often strive to motivate other</td>
<td>0.836</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>coworkers to support it.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Idea implementation (IIM)</td>
<td>0.511</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19- I always use creative ideas to do my tasks</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20- I am still trying to accomplish my new ideas at work</td>
<td>0.807</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As shown in Table 1, each factor loading has a value greater than 0.50 (Hulland, 1999), showing a good fit of the measurement model. Cronbach’s alpha of all components is more than 0.7, showing a strong internal reliability (Hair et al., 2009). The Composite Reliability and AVE indices for each variable are more than 0.7 and 0.5, respectively (Table 1), which satisfy the criteria of high reliability (Hair et al., 2009).

**Hypothesis Testing**

To test the relationships between variables, partial least squares structural equation modeling by Warp PLS 5 was used. Table 2 shows indices related to the structural model fit.
Table 2. The Structural Model Fit

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Indices</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Allowed value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GOF</td>
<td>0.322</td>
<td>low &gt;= 0.1, medium &gt;= 0.25, strong &gt;= 0.36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Average block VIF (AVIF)</td>
<td>1.052</td>
<td>&lt;= 5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSCR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=0.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SSR</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>&gt;=0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The results presented in Table 2 show an excellent fit for the data. The relationship between variables is provided in Figure 2.

![Figure 2. Research Model for Test of Hypothesis](image)

According to R² value, 37 percent of variation in employee engagement is explained by variation in diversity management. Moreover, diversity management predicts 26 percent of variation in affective commitment. Finally, 48 percent of innovative behavior changes are explained by diversity management, employee engagement, and affective commitment. Based on Figure 2, all the paths were significant. The results show that affective commitment (β = 0.34; P<0.01) and employee engagement (β = 0.52; P<0.01) are affected by diversity management positively. The findings also indicate that diversity management (β = 0.32; P<0.01), employee engagement (β = 0.29; P<0.01), and affective commitment (β = 0.213; P<0.01) positively influence innovative behavior.

To test the sub-hypotheses, we ran the model again, considering the three sub-factors of innovation. The relationship between these variables is presented in Figure 3.

Based on the R² values, shown in Figure 3, employee engagement and affective commitment explain 39 percent of changes in idea generation, 27 percent of changes in idea promotion, and 33 percent of changes in idea implementation. Moreover, all sub-hypotheses were accepted. Employee engagement predicts idea generation (β = 0.32; P<0.01), idea promotion (β = 0.37; P<0.01), and idea implementation (β = 0.34; P<0.01) positively. Moreover, the effect of affective commitment on idea generation (β = 0.26; P=0.01), idea promotion (β = 0.13; P=0.02) and idea implementation (β = 0.20; P<0.01) is also supported by the data. Finally, the effect of diversity management on idea generation (β = 0.27; P<0.01), idea promotion (β = 0.17; P<0.01) and idea implementation (β = 0.21; P<0.01) is confirmed.
Discussion

This research analyzed the direct and indirect impact of diversity management and innovative behavior through affective commitment and employee engagement. The first hypothesis and its related sub-hypothesis, which showed the impact of employee engagement on innovative behavior, were confirmed. This result is consistent with the findings of Kim and Ko (2017), Jung and Yoon (2018), and Wu and Wu (2019) studies. These relations can be clarified by Social Exchange Theory. When a higher education institution motivates employees’ engagement, employees tend to do extra work as an exchange for what was received (Babakus et al., 2017; Dollard & Idris; 2017; Hapsari et al., 2019; Prieto & Pérez-Santana, 2014; Rothmann, 2017), like innovative behaviors (Kim & Ko, 2017; Wu & Wu, 2019). Moreover, Prieto and Pérez-Santana (2014) and Agarwal et al. (2012) explained that a high level of employee engagement leads to more innovative behavior. The engaged employees of universities tend to be open to experimenting and using problem solving, and consequently they are more prone to achieving creative ideas, promoting and implementing them, or demonstrating innovative behaviors (Agarwal et al., 2012; Zhang & Bartol, 2010).

The second hypothesis and its related sub-hypotheses were also supported, i.e., the positive effect of affective commitment on innovative behavior. This finding was also supported by the research of Hakimian et al. (2016) and Chughtai (2013). Moreover, since committed employees working in higher education institutions are more passionate and interested in solving organizational challenges, they intensively tend to generate new ideas. Committed
staff tend to confront the status quo and have enthusiasm for new employee procedures (Jafri, 2010), leading them to promote and implement new ideas.

The results also show diversity management influences affective commitment positively (H3), supporting the results obtained by Bizri (2018) and Ashikali and Groeneveld (2015). This can be supported by Social Exchange Theory and Institutional Theory, which indicate that employees who are exposed to diversity management at their institution, introducing rules and norms and collective ideologies (Bizri, 2018), would show extra-role behaviors in return (Van de Vooorde et al., 2012). By applying diversity management, the employees of higher education institutions tend to develop a sense of safety and interpersonal honor promoting their affective commitment (Ashikali & Groeneveld, 2015).

The fourth hypothesis was also supported by the data, indicating the positive impact of diversity management on employee engagement. Similarly, Downey et al. (2015) showed the positive impact of diversity management practices on employee engagement. In this regard, establishing diversity practices by higher education institutions signals a cue to each employee that the institution cares about their happiness and respects their differences (Downey et al., 2015) which will, in turn, leads to higher engagement.

Finally, the fifth hypothesis and its related sub-hypotheses were confirmed. That is to say, the diversity management predicts innovative behavior of employees. This result is consistent with those studies showing the effect of perceived organizational support (Afsar & Badir, 2017), justice (Kim & Park, 2017; Noerchoidah & Harjanti, 2019), and employee diversity (Luu, 2019) on innovative behavior. Diversity management enhances idea promotion by institutionalizing the supportive, diverse, and equal working environment in the organization, motivating respectful behavior between employees, and providing an opportunity to help each other regardless of any diversity. Moreover, employees who are exposed to diversity management practices reciprocate with behaviors even beyond their formal job description (Agarwal, 2014), such as generating and implementing new ideas as exchange items.

**Theoretical and Practical Implications**

The present research conceptualized the influence of Institutional Theory in a setting that human resource administrators aim to institute diversity management practices into the enterprise structure and systems. Although there are no strict legal laws to pursue diversity management in higher education institutions in Iran, institutionalized diversity management in universities tends to promote innovative behaviors through enhancing employees’ affective commitment and employee engagement. We also enriched the current literature in Social Exchange Theory to conceptualize the impact of affective commitment and employee engagement on innovative work behavior. There are some research gaps that this study addresses. Firstly, as far as we know, the current study is among a limited number of studies that have connected diversity management to employee engagement and affective commitment. Previous studies have found that diversity ideology, including cultural diversity and diversity practice, is related to employee engagement for minority employees (Bizri, 2018, Downey et al., 2015). However, the present study – like Downey et al., (2015) and Bizri (2018) – represents the perceived diversity management, not simply the organizational ideology. Additionally, there is a lack of sufficient research to investigate the effect of diversity management on affective commitment. We found just the studies of Bizri (2018) and Ashikali and Groeneveld (2015) analyzing this relationship. Our research has shown also that diversity management predicts engagement and commitment for not only the minority group of personnel, but also all employees of the university. Moreover, we conceptualize the direct effect of diversity management on innovative behavior. However, this relation was not
addressed in previous literature. Such a relation is predictable based on studies that linked employee diversity, justice, and organizational support to employee innovative behavior. Thus, we showed that diversity management directly predicts each phases of innovative behavior. Moreover, we are in line with the Gould-Williams and Mohamed’s (2010) calls for investigation into the black box as well as the call by Mural et al. (2013) for further research to analyze the impact of organizational factors on each of innovative behavior phases, including idea generation and idea implementation. Consequently, we investigated the effect of affective commitment and employee engagement on each phase of innovation behavior, including creation, promotion, and implementation of new ideas, which had not been investigated sufficiently previously.

Practically, human resource practices must institutionalize effective diversity management such as diversity-sensitive employment, promotion, and development as well as diversity training. Moreover, organizations need to try to make up a high range of employee engagement and affective commitment to increase the human resource innovative behaviors. Therefore, personnel administrators can benefit from diversity management incorporated in their formal procedures to improve employee engagement and affective commitment to improve the innovative behavior. Higher education officials need to integrate the diversity practices into their strategic plans, and managers must explain these strategies to their employees. Managers need to spread diversity and inclusion values among employees, conducting diversity training, and equity in promotion and reward among all employees regardless of their gender, religion, and ethnicity. An appropriate diversity program needs to publicize its initiatives in a way that outlines diversity as a valuable opportunity (Howard-Grenville & Hoffman, 2003; Jayne & Dipboye, 2004), leading to employee innovative work behaviors through promoting staff commitment and engagement. Moreover, public policymakers must institutionalize diversity management in organizations by enforcing related laws to respect and value a diverse workforce in organizations.

**Limitations and Future Research Direction**

Although the present research contributed significantly to diversity management and innovative behavior research areas, there are a few limitations. Firstly, data was gathered just in two days. It is predicted by researches (e.g., Ng & Parry, 2016; Parry & Urwin, 2011) that conducting a longitudinal survey makes participants more engaged and increases the consistency of data in workplace studies. Secondly, this study just examines some potential antecedents of innovative behaviors. Although this research relied strongly on theories and earlier studies to distinguish the critical predictors of innovative behaviors, this does not invalidate the importance of other components taking effect on innovative behaviors. It is recommended to examine the impacts of other factors including the relationship between conflict and task responsibility, among others, to study the possible impact of diversity management with these variables, and the effect of these variables on innovative behaviors. Third, using other theoretical bases such as leader–member exchange theory, some moderator variables such as supervisor support and leadership style can be considered in this model. Fourth, we gathered our data from one university in Iran, which may be different in terms of organizational culture and type of diversity within other industries or countries. It would be valuable for further scholars to conduct this research in other countries in Asia with similar cultures to generalize the results with more confidence. Fifth, as this study is among the limited studies to investigate the direct effect of diversity management on innovative behaviors of employees, more empirical studies linking this relationship are needed. Finally,
similar analysis could be undertaken in organizations other than universities, thereby improving insight into the diverse organizational cultures.

Conclusion

This research examined the impact of diversity management on the innovative behavior of university employees through the components of affective commitment and employee engagement. The findings showed that diversity management could predict the employee innovative behavior directly. Moreover, the indirect impact of diversity management on innovative behavior through affective commitment and innovative behavior is confirmed. The current research highlighted the prominent role of diversity management in enforcing the staffs’ affective commitment, engagement, and – consequently – innovative behaviors as one of the essential goals of human resource management practices. Moreover, the results show that diversity management, employee engagement, and affective commitment affect all three phases of innovative work behavior, including idea generation, idea promotion, and idea implementation.
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